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Why I first went to 

Pentecost and why 

I keep going back 

Lachlan Arthur first taught at 

the summer school in 

January 2016, but this year 

we welcome him back as our 

Volunteer Program Manager. 

Hear what he has to say 

about his experience of the 

program…. 

Turn to 

page…. 

Tij long VLSSS 2018 

Mifala I stap lukaotem ol 

lokol Ni-Vanuatu wea oli 

wantem kam tij long nekis 

suma skul long Januari 2018! 

I no mata se u wan tija, 

studen o yu no tij mo yu no 

mo skul, yu save kam tij long 

suma skul. Lukluk long las 

paeg blong faenemaot  mo 

informesen blong hao blong 

kam tij…. 

Sponsor-A-Star 

Sponsor-A-Star is back! It was a resounding success last year, so the 

Sponsor-A-Star program is back for VLSSS 2018. Turn to page 9 to 

find out how you can sponsor your own star and build a closer 

connection with the summer school and our students…. 

 
Welcome to the fourth edition of Vanuatu’s Little Stars Summer School’s quarterly newsletter! 

……….. Mid-year is always our quieter period, but as we move towards January activity is once 

………. again building up as final preparations come together for the next instalment of the 

.……... summer school. This means this edition is a little late, but there is plenty 

….…..  to bring you with new volunteers and former teachers to meet,  

……… news of the successful VLSSS Pilot Program, the return of 

…..….. Sponsor-A-Star, a call for teachers and much more. 

…….. ……….….. The next edition will be out in November with 

……. 

August 2017 – Edition 4 

 

Proudly sponsored by 

 

British Friends of Vanuatu 

Proudly sponsored by 

 
Kiwanis Club of Port Vila 

founded in 2012 

Want to join the VLSSS quarterly newsletter mailing list? Just contact us at: reachVLSSS@gmail.com 

one last update before VLSSS 2018…. 

mailto:reachVLSSS@gmail.com
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Bwatnapni. Another massive thank you is certainly 

deserved for everyone involved in that program. 

A big development happening behind the scenes for 

this year’s summer school is the further upgrading of 

the curriculum and teaching resources. This is the core 

of the program, a very strong central component at 

that. This year will see updated text books and 

teaching resources rolled out in all classrooms: both 

the Anglophone and Francophone Junior Program 

streams and the Anglophone Senior Program stream. 

We don’t like to stand still at VLSSS, and the evolving 

curriculum is always moving forward. I look forward to 

seeing the students challenged by it again this time 

around. 

Recruitment of volunteers for VLSSS 2018 is now 

complete, and we have four volunteers coming 

through the program this year, as well as the return of 

former volunteer Lachlan Arthur as their Volunteer 

Program Manager. Whilst they are busy with their 

final preparations, recruitment has now begun for our 

local contingent, more information can be found on 

the last page of this newsletter. We have been very 

lucky to have some extremely talented individuals in 

the teaching team over the past years. I encourage 

anyone who has a passion for developing the potential 

of young students to get in touch. The development of 

our team of teachers is just as important an element 

of the summer school as the improvements the 

students make, and whilst giving so much, past 

teachers have also taken a lot from their precious 

experiences. I’ve certainly learnt a lot from them all! 

Anyway, I hope you enjoy this edition of the 

newsletter, there are some great reads inside. Do get 

involved by expressing your interest to teach, 

sponsoring your own star or simply just following with 

interest. An exciting few months lie ahead. 

James David Roberts, 

Director, 

Vanuatu’s Little Stars Summer School 

Director’s Column 

 

It’s hard to believe it is already October and the next 

summer school is fast approaching. It won’t be long 

before the students are arriving on boats and trucks 

from all over Pentecost, and I for one can’t wait. There 

have been many developments this year to continue 

improving the program, and it is always exciting to see 

new ideas in action, and to watch the summer school 

and our students take further strides forward. Whilst 

the last few months have been a little quieter, much 

has still happened. 

Just in the last few days we have launched Sponsor-A-

Star again for a second time. It is a great way to get 

involved with the program, and the support of the 

Sponsor-A-Star program makes a massive difference 

to the students. I encourage you to get involved with 

the program and sponsor your own star, you won’t 

regret it. The packs you receive are beautiful, just 

speak to any of last year’s sponsors! This program 

wouldn’t be possible without the support of British 

Friends of Vanuatu (BFoV) and their BT MyDonate 

page. They have recently just confirmed their 

300,000VUV pledge to the upcoming summer school, 

matching their donation last year and equalling the 

largest single donation we have ever received. We are 

forever grateful for the assistance provided by BFoV 

and would like to express a massive thank you on 

behalf of all of the students and teachers at the 

school. 

The main happening over the past few months has 

been the VLSSS Pilot Program. You can read more 

about Amy’s experience elsewhere in this edition, but 

personally I would just like to say how fantastically 

everyone involved in the program did. The host 

school, teachers and their families, local community, 

students and Amy herself all pulled off a very 

successful program, a first for us. It was a shame to say 

goodbye to Amy, not just for us, but the impacts of the 

program will be long lasting with Amy and 

……..………….. 
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To kick this edition off, we have some words from 

former volunteer Lachlan Arthur, who taught at VLSSS 

2016. We are very excited to welcome Lachlan back at 

the upcoming summer school, not only as a valuable 

addition to the teaching team, but also as this year’s 

Volunteer Program Manager. Lachlan was an excellent 

teacher and a great influence on the students, we 

can’t wait to have him with us again this time around. 

Here’s why he plans to be coming back many years 

into the future…. 

Why I first went to Pentecost and 

why I will keep going back 

At the end of my first year of university I was looking 

for an opportunity to volunteer overseas.  Anyone 

who has given “volunteering overseas” a quick Google 

will find that there is a plethora of opportunities 

available, many only coming at the ‘right price’ and 

very obviously being a glorified holiday.  I first found 

an opportunity to assist at a hospital in Ghana through 

a student-run organisation at my university which I 

thought was an amazing opportunity to give-back, but 

unfortunately it didn’t turn out that way.  I soon 

realised that the student organisation was just a front 

for a private tourism group that was less about helping 

volunteers to go abroad and assist where their help 

was needed and more about making profits.  I was 

quite disheartened to find the age of volun-tourism 

was upon us and had all but given up the idea of 

travelling to volunteer until I heard about an 

information session for VLSSS being held at ANU.  I 

couldn’t make the session, but I got in touch with Kate 

Snailham who organised the session who then put me 

in touch with James. 

After my first e-mail from James, I knew VLSSS was 

something I wanted to be a part of.  If a person is 

passionate enough to shift their whole life to the other 

side of the world and organise something like the 

summer school out of their living room, it is hard to 

not be inspired and want to jump onboard.  My first 

summer school in 2016 certainly did not disappoint.  

To this day it is still the best experience I have ever 

had, and anyone who talks to me for long enough will 

eventually get a spiel about how much I loved 

Pentecost and the summer school.  It was incredible 

to see the transition of the students from the first day 

when they would sit alone nervously and avoid 

interacting with the teachers and their classmates at 

all costs, to graduation day by which time the students 

had developed maturity beyond their years and the 

self-belief to achieve anything they dreamed of. 

The students at the summer school also taught me a 

lot and also helped me grow throughout my time at 

the summer school.  Besides being incredibly 

The students at the summer school also taught me a 

lot and also helped me grow throughout my time at 

the summer school.  Besides being incredibly 

intelligent, all the students at the summer school 

shared the personal traits of being highly motivated 

and selfless.  Seeing the students work from 7am to 

9pm, and often doing extra work during breaks in class 

and by torch light after their bed time, was really a 

sight to behold.  Outside of classes, the kids were 

always willing to share whatever fruit they had found 

on the trees around the school and there was a real 

sense of mateship between the students as they 

would support each other academically and 

emotionally.  Knowing that the students were making 

the most out of their opportunity being at the summer 

school had me leaving Pentecost knowing that in a 

small way I had contributed to the students being able 

to reach their full potential, and it will be awesome in 

20 year’s time when I come back to Vanuatu and see 

the amazing things these students are achieving. 

Having had almost two years away from Pentecost 

and watched the success of the 2017 summer school 

from afar, I absolutely cannot wait to return for VLSSS 

2018.  I am excited to meet the new students and 

watch them grow, and I am really looking forward to 

working with a new group of volunteers and sharing 

an experience with them as awesome as my first 

summer school experience two years ago!  January is 

going to be a huge month in Bwatnapni, and will 

undoubtedly be a life changing experience, not only 

for the students, but everyone in the VLSSS 

community. 

Lachlan Arthur, 

Volunteer Program Manager – VLSSS 2018, 

Volunteer Teacher – VLSSS 2016 

 

Lachlan with fellow volunteers on graduation day at VLSSS 

2016. 
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Vanuatu Through a Broken Lens 

As is often the case with travellers, I came to Vanuatu 

with my camera in tow. I hoped to capture every 

moment to take home and look back on my journey, 

but in a moment of carelessness I dropped my camera 

leaving me with a lens that could only produce a broke 

and fractured image. 

Arriving in Bwatnapni it didn’t take long for my plans 

for my classroom to become fractured and broken 

much like the lens of my camera. I didn’t come to 

Vanuatu with thoughts of changing the world or even 

of making a huge difference in the schools at 

Bwatnapni, but try as I might I still came with pre-

conceived ideas of what I wanted to accomplish 

during my time here. Those ideas were quickly 

replaced with reality. 

Often when given anything fractured I immediately 

dispose of it, change my plans and move on. Vanuatu 

has given me a chance to take the fractured pieces of 

my expectations and concentrate on the small picture. 

Instead of simply trying to make the most of my time, 

to accomplish as much as I could, to complete the task 

at hand, my time has been spent learning to cherish 

every moment no matter how small or seemingly 

insignificant. 

My broken camera helped me to set aside the need to 

capture every moment. It has allowed me the 

opportunity to soak up life and simply enjoy my time 

here. Putting down the camera has helped me to be a 

part of what is going on. It has helped me to move 

from being someone on the outside looking in to being 

a part of the school community. 

Like the broken lens of my camera, laying aside my 

pre-conceived notions of what my time here would be 

like has let me see the beauty through those fractured 

pieces. 

I have watched a young student who was too shy to 

speak during the first several weeks become brave 

enough to ask to have a turn speaking in class. I have 

answered a myriad of questions. I have shared in the 

laughter of my students as they told me about their 

future plans. I have danced with the girls until I 

couldn’t catch my breath. I have held the hands of 

small children and listened to their stories in a 

language I couldn’t understand. I have sat around the 

cooking fires helping the women prepare food. I have 

chatted late into the night just enjoying fellowship 

with new found friends. I have fallen in love with a 

people and a place. I have treasured up moments that 

…. 

a camera could never capture. 

My hope is that all the small pieces of my time here 

would be a beautiful mosaic in my life that I can 

cherish forever. 

Amy Davis, 

Volunteer Teacher – Bwatnapni Primary & Junior 

Secondary School, 

VLSSS Pilot Program 

 

Bwatnapni Primary & Junior Secondary School, Central 

Pentecost, Amy’s home from May to August this year. 

VLSSS Pilot Program 

Amy left Vanuatu in late August having spent 3 

months at Bwatnapni Primary & Junior Secondary 

School, the first volunteer to pilot a new VLSSS 

program. Placing a volunteer teacher into a school on 

Pentecost outside of the regular summer school was a 

first for us, and so the obvious placement was the 

VLSSS host school in Bwatnapni. As it turned out, it 

was a perfect fit. The school and community 

welcomed Amy with open arms and gave her a once 

in a life time experience. They valued Amy as much 

appreciated outside support at the school, whilst also 

fully integrating her into life in Bwatnapni, making 

sure she was a natural part of happenings at the 

school. Just as much credit should go to Amy herself. 

We could not have wished for a more suitable 

volunteer to pilot this program, likewise Bwatnapni 

could not have wished for a more genuine character. 

Amy’s attitude was fantastic, and the impact she had 

on her students and colleagues (and the impact they 

had on her), many of whom are now her close friends, 

was testament to her exemplary approach. 

On behalf of VLSSS, we would like to say a massive 

thank you to Amy and wish her all the best. The door 

is always open to your return as we would be much 

richer for it. 
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Teacher Experiences 

This edition we have a very special treat, the opportunity to meet one of our first Francophone teachers. It only 

makes sense that this should come in French, so it’s also an opportunity for you to dust down that high school 

French of yours! Fatima taught at VLSSS 2015, the third summer school and the first year that we welcomed 

Francophone students to the program. At the time she was studying to become a teacher herself, and it gave her 

valuable experience in the classroom. Here is what she has to say about her time at the summer school…. 

Name: Fatima Buroro 

1. Let’s get started, when did you teach at the summer school? 

J’ai commencé à enseigner à VLSSS en Janvier 2015. 

2. To the point, try to sum up your experience(s) at VLSSS in only 5 words. 

J’ai appris à avoir confiance en moi-même et à prendre des responsabilités. 

3. Now for your highlight, what was your best moment at the summer school? 

J’ai aimé passer le temps avec mes élèves lors des activités théâtrales et sportives. Ce sont mes plus beaux 

moments. 

4. We’re not supposed to but all teachers do, so tell us, who was your favourite student? 

J’ai préferé Glen. C’est un élève qui écoutant et participait beaucoup en classe et à l’extérieur. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Merci beaucoup Fatima! Great to hear from your again, we look forward to seeing you again at a summer school 

in the future. Our next teacher to meet is Jayford. He has been with us since the very beginning, teaching 

Anglophone students at the first summer school – VLSSS 2013, as well as joining us again at VLSSS 2014 and VLSSS 

2017. He is a favourite with the students and teachers alike, so let’s meet him…. 

Name: Jayford Sarial 

1. Let’s get started, when did you teach at the summer school? 

My first time to teach at the summer school was during its first ever set up back in 2013 and again in 2014. In 

…………. 

 

 

Fatima whilst studying at the 

Institut de Formation des 

Enseignants du Vanuatu 

(Vanuatu Institute of Teacher 

Education) in Port Vila. 

5. VLSSS is a chance to learn for both the students and the teachers, what did 

you learn whilst teaching at the summer school? 

En tant qu’une enseignante débutante, j’ai appris à m’exprimer devant des 

vrais élèves et j’ai compris qu’il fait récompenser en élève qui se comporte ou 

participait bien en classe et dans les autres activités. 

6. Looking ahead, do you hope to return and teach again at the summer at 

some point in the future? 

Oui, j’espère vraiment retourner enseigné à VLSSS. 

7. How about now, where are you and what are you doing? 

J’ai obtenu mon Diplôme d’enseignement du Secondaire en Maths/Sciences 

l’année dernière à l’IFEV. En ce moment je n’enseigne pas mais je suis dans 

l’attente d’un poste disponible pour l’année 2018. 

8. This last one is just for you! Go ahead and tell us whatever you like!  

J’aime enseigner les enfants et participer à leur formation pour devenir des 

bon citoyens du pays dans le future et en même temps je veux apprendre de 

nouvelle choses. 
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January 2017 I was asked by the Director of VLSSS to get back on board and resume my duty as a Science 

teacher. 

2. To the point, try to sum up your experience(s) at VLSSS in only 5 words 

It was an amazing experience! 

3. Now for your highlight, what was your best moment at the summer school?  

I cannot give an accurate answer to this question because I actually enjoyed every single moment spent at the 

summer school but since I have to, then I think the best memorable moment of my life at VLSSS was that point 

of time where I get to witness the Year Ten students of 2017 summer school who have been the first ever intakes 

for the summer school in 2013 taking the opportunity as teachers assisting the Year Six students. It was very 

emotional and heart-touching to the see the seeds you once sowed started to bear fruits! I was greatly surprised 

and impressed by their performance.   

4. We are not supposed to but all teachers do, so tell us, who is your favourite student? 

In fact I like every students I met at the summer school but my favourite student which stood out from them all 

is Sterry. I must say that Sterry was a role model and a very humble student with a positive study attitude 

revealed through an impressive academic record he has set at VLSSS. 

5. VLSSS is a chance to learn for both the students and the teachers, what did you learn whislt teaching at the 

summer school? 

I have acquired a lot of skills during my time at VLSSS. Among those valuable skills are communication and 

interpersonal skills, executive team leadership and many others acquired. Also I think it is worthwhile important 

to mention here that the experience I got from summer School have benefited me to secure some employment 

opportunities and positions I have applied for since then.  

6. Looking ahead, do you hope to return and teach again at the summer at some point in the future? 

Of course! I would love to teach again at VLSSS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I like adventures and travelling to new places where I could get to discover new things, meet new friends etc.  I 

like sports of all kinds but soccer is my favourite.  

 

Have you been inspired by Fatima’s and Jayford’s experiences at the summer school? We are currently looking 

for expressions of interest to join the teaching team at VLSSS 2018. Check out the last page of this newsletter for 

more details of how to get involved in the upcoming summer school in January 2018. 

 

 

Jayford preparing lessons at Tebakor College. 

7. How about now, where are you and what are you doing?  

Currently Living in Port Vila Vanuatu, working as a Senior 

Teacher at Tebakor College tutoring Physics and 

Geography, while also taking Bachelor of Science courses at 

the University of the South Pacific. Also working on a 

private project, documenting the distribution of stick 

insects on the Vanuatu archipelago currently started on 

Efate Island.   

8. This last one is just for you! Go ahead and tell us whatever 

you like!  
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Meet the New Vollies 

We have now completed our overseas volunteer recruitment for VLSSS 2018, and we are glad to introduce you to 

two of our four volunteers who will be arriving at the summer school through the VLSSS Volunteer Program in this 

edition. 

First up is Jen Lucas from Dunedin, New Zealand, who’ll be joining the Anglophone team. She can’t wait to return 

to Vanuatu…. 

Name: Jen Lucas 

Nationality: New Zealander 

1. To kick off tell us, are you a Vanuatu first-timer? 

No, my partner Mark and I visited in April 2012.  We loved both Efate and Tanna where we visited Mount Yasur, 

staying in a simple beach hut at the Friendly Bungalows, about 40 minutes from the volcano. 

2. So pretty soon you’ll say Pentecost, but for now, where in the world is the favourite place you’ve travelled to? 

Without a doubt, Mount Yasur. 

3. Now tell us, why VLSSS? 

It not only gives me a chance to return to a very interesting and diverse country but enables me to contribute to 

a country that has captured my imagination and heart.  The Ni-Vanuatu people gave so much of themselves to 

us wherever we went.  I want to give something back to the people and VLSSS gives me that opportunity. 

4. Pentecost is a special place, when you step off that plane, how do you think you’ll feel? 

In love. 

5. How about at the summer school itself, what are you looking forward to the most? 

Getting to know the children and Ni-Vanuatu teachers.  Teaching and encouraging the children with whatever 

they are interested in and showing them via photography where I come from. 

6. Luxury item, what is going with you that you can’t live without? 

Camera and associated equipment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Most live in Dunedin, NZ but one family lives near Sydney, Australia. I work in a busy general surgical department 

at Dunedin Hospital looking after the manager and doctors.  I grew up in the security of a Maori Pa surrounded 

by extended family (whanau), beach and hills on ancestral land.  The people are strongly bonded and our 

histories are intertwined, most are whanau.  I am mixed blood from Maori and English and belong to the Ngai 

Tahu tribe, the largest South Island tribe in New Zealand.  I strongly believe in the use of our dying language, 

Maori.  I love getting to know people of other cultures and recording my world through photography. 

 

 

 

Jen and local friend Donald on Tanna in 2012. Her local 

community newspaper wriote an article accompanying 

this photograph. 

7. Soon you’ll be on Pentecost, but where are you now 

and what are you doing? 

I am in Dunedin, New Zealand (NZ), watching a 

gardening programme on the television.  I spend quite 

a bit of time in the garden and currently have a lovely 

colourful spring display of red and yellow tulips, 

daffodils, polyanthus, and Chatham Island forget–me-

not. 

8. Get it off your chest! Go ahead and tell us whatever 

you like! 

Mark and I have five children and ten grand-children.  

… 
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A pleasure to hear from you Jen, we can’t wait to have you taking lots of snaps at the summer school! Next up is 

Maddie, who’ll be working across both the Anglophone and Francophone streams of the summer school…. 

Name: Madeleine Holly 

Nationality: Australian 

1. To kick off tell us, are you a Vanuatu first-timer? 

Yes! I have never been to Vanuatu before but I have heard great things about it! 

2. So pretty soon you’ll say Pentecost, but for now, where in the world is the favourite place you’ve travelled to? 

This is a tough one! I loved living in India but I would have to say one of my favourite places to go to was Bhutan. 

It was just an amazing experience and the culture was fascinating and the people were so warm and generous! 

3. Now tell us, why VLSSS? 

My friend Alex really recommended it to me, but I have been wanting to do some volunteer work overseas and 

have a chance to really make a difference in even just one person's life. I think that VLSSS will give me that 

opportunity and even be able to change my life in ways I can't even imagine! 

4. Pentecost is a special place, when you step off that plane, how do you think you’ll feel? 

I think I'll feel very excited but a bit nervous as well. I will be hoping that the contribution I make to this year's 

school will be really positive, but also feeling a bit overwhelmed that I am in a new country without my family. 

But those nervous feelings will definitely go away when I meet everyone and get settled. 

5. How about at the summer school itself, what are you looking forward to the most? 

I am looking forward to seeing the kids grow and develop. It will be so rewarding to remember how they were 

at the beginning and see them at the end being so successful and achieving things they never thought they could 

do. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hang in there Maddie, it’s not too long before your uni busyness will be a distant memory as you throw yourself 

into life on Pentecost. 

 

Maddie (front) and her family when they 

lived in India. 

6. Luxury item, what is going with you that you can’t live without? 

I am definitely going to bring my camera - I want to remember this 

experience forever and show everyone I know! I will also be bringing 

almonds. I love them so much! 

7. Soon you’ll be on Pentecost, but where are you now and what are 

you doing? 

Right now I am in Canberra in Australia and I am studying for my 

university exams! I am studying a double degree of Engineering 

(Honours) and Economics, and it gets a bit hectic sometimes! 

Knowing that I have this incredible experience waiting for me at the 

end of it all is definitely keeping me going! 

8. Get it off your chest! Go ahead and tell us whatever you like! 

I hope to learn how to sing Happy Birthday in Bislama. I know how to 

sing it quite a few languages already so I can add that to my 

repetoire! I also will be having my 20th Birthday during VLSSS which 

I am so excited for as well! 
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Sponsor-A-Star 
Sponsor-A-Star is back! 

It was a resounding success last year, so the 

Sponsor-A-Star program is back for VLSSS 2018! 

Sponsor-A-Star today! 

 

Joining the Sponsor-A-Star program is simple, just make your donation which will cover the costs 

of one student to attend the full program in January 2018. Students don’t pay any fee to attend 

as finances already pose a barrier to education for most in this developing nation. 

Accommodation, food, stationery, transport and quality teachers are all covered by VLSSS for the 

month. Your single donation can cover all that for one bright star. At only £75 or $120 (Aussie), 

we offer top quality at great value! 

Sounds great? It gets better! You’ll also receive a special Sponsor-A-Star pack including: 

• A personal letter from your star 

• A photo of your star 

• A whole school photo  

It’s your chance for a personal connection with the program, and your star! Just like last year, we 

have a couple of easy options to make your donation, via: 

1. BT MyDonate – Just go to: https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/vlsss2018 

No costs involved and UK tax payers can even claim gift aid! Donations in other currencies are 

converted at the interbank rate, with no commission or fees. A great option for Brits and non-

Brits alike. The BT MyDonate option is made possible through the support of our donor partner 

British Friends of Vanuatu. 

2. Bank Transfer – If you want to stick to a simple bank transfer then just contact us for the 

account details: reachVLSSS@gmail.com 

Sponsor-A-Star today! For more information contact: reachVLSSS@gmail.com 

 

  

https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/vlsss2018
mailto:reachVLSSS@gmail.com
mailto:reachVLSSS@gmail.com
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Tij long 

VLSSS 2018 
Mifala I stap lukaotem ol lokol Ni-Vanuatu wea oli wantem 

kam tij long nekis suma skul long Januari 2018! 

 

 

Huia? 

Mifala I stap lukaotem ol man mo woman olsem: 

• Ol tija wea oli kwalifae finis 

• Ol tija wea oli no kwalifae yet, oli wok olsem ol antren 

tija 

• Ol student wea oli stap long tijas kolej 

• Ol student wea oli stap long USP 

• Ol nara man mo woman wea oli no tij mo oli no skul 

be oli bin skul kasem yia 12 o yia 13 mo oli kat interes 

long suma skul mo helpem ol pikinini 

Wea & Wetaem? 

Suma skul bae I stap long Bwatnapni, 

Sentrol Pentecost, long manis Januari (taem 

blong skul I spel). 

Selen? 

Suma skul hemi no kat fi blong ol studen oli pem, makem mifala I 

no kat bigfala mane blong pem ol tija, be ol smol selen oli olsem: 

• 10,000VUV long evri wik blong ol tija wea oli kwalifae finis 

• 6,000VUV long evri wik blong olgeta wea oli no ol tija wea 

oli kwalifae 

Antap long hem mifala I providem kakae, ples blong slip mo 

transpot blong kam afta ko bak. 
 

Hao blong Aplae? 

Kontaktem Director blong suma skul Mr James long: 

5919056 o 7113011 

o email I kam long: reachVLSSS@gmail.com 

blong talemaot interes blong yu blong kam tij. 

 

 

mailto:reachVLSSS@gmail.com

